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A "ONE-STOP SHOP" FOR ONLINE
REQUESTS
By Greg Fisch, Director of Computer Operations
JULIE’s Web site, illinois1call.com, is a helpful and informational
destination for Illinois excavators, member utility owners and the
public in general. In addition to the plethora of damage prevention
oriented material, the site is also the starting point for excavators
who prefer to use one of JULIE’s self-service programs to enter
and submit a locate request as an alternative to calling and
potentially waiting on hold during peak periods.
These free, easy-to-use, self-serve programs are available 24/7
on our Web site:
E-Request is available to excavators for simple, single-site, nonemergency locate requests. Users who enter and submit the
specifics about their excavation will receive their JULIE ticket
number and a copy of the ticket via e-mail once a JULIE call
center agent completes the request, usually within an hour,
volume permitting.
REV provides the ability for excavators to easily review their
request prior to excavating. They can also request to have
member utility companies refresh marks on an active work-site
once they become faded or indiscernible due to weather or other
reasons. REV also provides excavators a quick way to extend a
ticket once it approaches its 28 day ticket life.
Remote Ticket Entry (RTE) is a robust online program widely
used by professional excavators throughout the state. Nearly
identical to the program used by JULIE call center agents, RTE
users have an array of useful text and map tools to assist with
entering a complete and accurate request while immediately
receiving their JULIE dig number. Visit the JULIE Web site to see
all of the benefits of RTE and how to access the program.

5 Steps to Safer Digging
Our Public Relations team created a new educational video
entitled, “5 Steps to Safer Digging.” This helpful, four minute
video was recently unveiled and is available on our Web site.
Click here to watch the video now.

BENEFITS OF VACUUM EXCAVATION
By Brian MacKenzie, Central Illinois Damage Prevention
Manager

With more buried underground facilities across the country,
vacuum excavation or hydro excavation has increased in
popularity due to the many benefits. Vacuum excavation is an
eco-friendly, non-mechanical and non-destructive way to safety
expose and identify buried utility facilities.

UPCOMING EVENTS
Remote Ticket Entry
(RTE) Webinars
May 9 and 23
No cost.
Register or learn more.
Memorial Day
May 28
JULIE Holiday
Additional information.

PLAN AHEAD FOR
MEMBER HOLIDAYS
While JULIE’s call center
agents are available 24/7
to receive and process
locate requests, including
member holidays such as
Memorial Day, it is
important to remember
that members usually
have crews “on call” to
handle emergencies only.
With this in mind,
Memorial Day (May 28) is
not included in the
determination of the two
business days notice. See
a complete list of member
holidays here.
The week before and the
Tuesday after Memorial
Day are extremely busy
times in our call center. To
avoid potential delays,
contractors are
encouraged to enter their
locate requests via one of
our self-service options.

SAFETY IS ALWAYS
IN SEASON

On April 30, JULIE
experienced a new all-time
record for locate requests.
The organization received
and processed 9,597
According to the Common Ground Alliance, vacuum excavation, tickets.
when used appropriately, is an efficient, safe, and effective
JULIE offers no cost
alternative to hand digging within the designated underground
safety trainings and tool
facility tolerance zone. Use of vacuum equipment also follows
box talks throughout the
state/provincial laws and/or local ordinances.
year. Now is the time to
consider scheduling one
prior to an upcoming job to
assist with planning and
conducting your work.
This is an excellent
opportunity to learn about
the Act, the Illinois
Commerce Commission’s
Enforcement Program and
best practices in the
industry. Learn more or
contact a Damage
Prevention Manager.
How Vacuum Excavation Works
Vacuum excavation equipment uses high pressure air or water to expose buried cables. If
used properly, this method allows the excavator to dig through any type of soil including clay,
rocky soil or even frozen earth without the risk of damaging or harming underground utility
lines. A vacuum tube then sends both the soil and water to the debris chamber on the truck.
Vacuum excavation requires a locate request. This method is still considered excavation and
the process not only requires a locate request, but extra caution when using this process
over certain material types. In Section 2.3 of the Illinois Underground Utility Facilities
Damage Prevention Act, excavation is defined as any operation in which earth, rock or other
material in or on the ground is moved, removed or otherwise displaced by means of any
tools, power equipment and explosives. Vacuum excavation falls into this category as
defined by the Act.
Damage prevention is a shared responsibility. To learn more, contact a professional
vacuum excavation company in your area or reach out to a JULIE Damage Prevention
Manager.
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